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SAA
Scholarship
Program
SUSHILA ARTS ACADEMY HAS BEEN
PROVIDING SCHOLARSHIPS TO
YOUNG TALENTED INDIVIDUALS
IN VARIOUS ART GENRES- MUSIC,
DANCE, THEATRE AND ART. SINCE 3
YEARS AGO, 90 SCHOLARSHIP SEATS
ARE GIVEN OUT ANNUALLY. THIS
WAS POSSIBLE WITH THE SUPPORT
OF TATA MOTORS (SAA MAIN
SCHOLARSHIP SUPPORT).

s the Founder and Principal
of Sushila Arts Academy,
I would like to sincerely
congratulate all of us for another
successful year filled with some
amazing programs, shows,
productions, as well as wonderful
dance, art, theatre, and music
workshops both in the national
and international level. The lessons
learned and experiences we have all
had as the result of these programs
are precious and certainly have
inspired us all in so many ways.
It is my hope that the training
and opportunities received
from our academy will leave a
strong presence in the students’
day-to-day life as well as in
their professional growth as an
artist. I am truly grateful for the
professional guidance of SAA’s
amazingly talented teachers.
Our scholars have been doing
great progress and I am extremely
proud of them. Nepal is so blessed
with so much talent all around.
Being able to provide scholarships
to these very talented individuals
wouldn’t have been made possible
without the continuous scholarship
support of TATA Motors.
I would like to wish all of
us in SAA to consistently work
towards our skills development, as
I sincerely believe that hard work
and commitment will always pay
off.
Thank you once again to the
teaching and non-teaching staff of
SAA for another wonderful year!
Yulia Koirala
Founder and Principal
Sushila Arts Academy

T

he realization that the society at large
is also an important stakeholder in a
business’s success has been a relatively recent
development. In the Tata Group we have had a
tradition of working with the society for over a
century. We have always been alive and active to
the crucial task of uplifting the community as part
of our social responsibilities. Being India’s largest
automobile company, it is our commitment to
contribute to the local community and the society
at large, to work for the improvement of their
quality of life in the field of education, art, health
care and environment.
With this ideal we have extended our support to
the talented young artists from Nepal, in the form
of a full One Year Scholarships for a wide range of
courses offered by the Sushila Art Academy. We are
impressed in the manner that SAA leverages our
scholarships and happy to observe the students
passing out with flying colors after the training.
Needless to say, we are delighted to announce the
extension of our support for another year.
Tata Motors Ltd. is operational in Nepal for last
three decades with our partners M/s Sipradi Trading
Pvt. Ltd. We are market leaders in Commercial
Vehicles and amongst the top players in Passenger
Cars. We are very excited with the response we are
getting with our breakthrough new products - the
Zest sedan and the Bolt hatch. As a part of our
HorizoNext strategy, we are committed to launch
two new world class and feature rich products
every year in Nepal. We are determined to keep on
further improving our strong position in the market
by offering the Nepalese customers the best in
terms of product and after-sales service.
Tata Motors sincerely wishes all the very best
to all the gifted children participating in the
Scholarship Program. We pray with all sincerity
that tomorrow one of these children may go on to a
larger stage and emerge as a renowned and famous
artiste that we can look back upon with great pride
and happiness.

Hemant Puranik
Country Manager (Nepal, Bhutan & Bangladesh)
Tata Motors Ltd.
SAA Scholarship Program

For Reservation: 01-4420424, 01-4411818

Dance Classes
Dance Instructors:

Maradee de Guzman (Classical Spanish Flamenco)
Alizé Biannic (Classical Ballet/Contemporary)
Subima Shrestha (Classical Kathak)
Rajee Shrestha (Nepali Dance)
Nishmaa Ghimire (Freestyle)
Sumnima Pandey (Zumba)
Sonam Sherpa (Artistic Gymnastics)

SAA Oﬀers
Diﬀerent Dance Classes:

Classical Flamenco, Classical Ballet,
Contemporary, Classical Kathak, Nepali Dance,
Freestyle, Zumba and Gymnastics

Nepali Cultural Dance Group:

SAA organized a Nepali Cultural Dance group
under the professional guidance of Rajee
Shrestha.

Dance Shows

Rhythm and Soul
A Flamenco and Kathak
Fusion

”Rhythm and Soul” was a one-of-a-kind dance
show that showcased two beautiful dance
forms together on-stage. Flamenco, the
dance form that was birthed out of the Gypsy
and Andalusian cultures of Southern Spain
and Kathak the predominant classical dance
form, which originated from North India.
The show featured Maradee de Guzman,
the first and only Flamenco instructor here in
Nepal and renowned Nepali dancer, Subima
Shrestha of Nritya Aagan.
The Flamenco-Kathak fusion dance
number captivated the audience and
left many in awe as Maradee and Subima
danced side by side on-stage expressing the
commonalities shared by both dance forms.
SAA presented this show in association
with ASMAN (Association of St. Mary’s
Alumnae Nepal), Qatar Airways, and TATA
Motors last September 20, 2014 at the Nepal
Academy Hall.

Panel of Judges for Best Dancer Nepal 2015

The Story Telling
A Dance Show with
Nritya Aagan

Sushila Arts Academy staged a dance show
entitled, “The Story Telling” last March
1, 2015 at the Nepali Army Officer’s Club
auditorium. The dance show showcased
Nepali and Indian classical dances such as
Kathak, Bharatanatyam, and Nepali dance.
The expressive dance performance was based
on the novel “Sumnima” by B.P. Koirala and
it was also expressed through Spoken Word
Poetry, which added flavor to the show.
The dance show was in association with
the Indian Cultural Center, Indian Embassy
in Kathmandu, ZEST from Tata Motors and
Nritya Aagan.
Indian Ambassador H.E. Shri Ranjit Rae,
Chief of Nepalese Army General Gaurav SJB
Rana jointly inaugurated the program along
with Ms. Yulia Koirala (Director of Sushila
Arts Academy), Shri Ashish Sinha (Director of
the Indian Cultural Centre), and Mr. Hemant
Puranik (Tata Motors Country Manager).

Best Dancer Nepal
2015
The “Best Dancer Nepal” is an annual event
we all have to watch out for as Sushila Arts
Academy aims to discover talented dancers
from all over Nepal and give them an
opportunity to showcase their talents. This
competition is open to both aspiring and
professional dancers.
This 2015, the Grand Finale was held
on April 3 at the Russian Centre of Science
and Culture where semi-finalists took on
center stage. A special performance was also
rendered by their Head Choreographer, Alizé
Biannic, a ballerina from the Royal Ballet
UK. The semi-finalists were picked during
a rigorous audition round by a panel of
judges composed of renowned Actress and
Performer Mrs. Mithila Sharma, Director
and Producer Mr. Akash Adhikari, and TATA
Motors Country Manager Mr. Hemant
Puranik.
During the Grand Finale, the audience
experienced a wide variety of creative
performances from different dance genres
such as Hip-hop, Kathak, Contemporary, Jazz,
Flamenco, Ballet, Salsa, and Free Style.
The finalists were selected by an official
panel of judges composed of Bollywood
actress Manisha Koirala, Nepali film actress
Namrataa Shrestha, Nepali film director
Nischal Basnet and Tata Motors Country
Manager Hemant Puranik. They received
prizes from Being Human and were awarded a
one-year scholarship at Sushila Arts Academy.
Best Dancer Nepal 2015 is Jenisha Dangol
(Hip-Hop), followed by Sumnima Sampang
(Flamenco), and Glory Thapa (Contemporary).

Dance Workshops
S

ushila Arts Academy is honored and
privileged to be in collaboration with
the Indian Cultural Center and Russian
Centre of Science and Culture with various
events and activities.

Introduction to
Odissi Dance

Yoga Workshop
for Dancers

Ballroom Dance
Workshop

Odissi, also known as “Orissi”, is one of
the eight classical dance forms of India.
It originates from the state of Odisha, in
the eastern part of India. It is the oldest
surviving dance form of India on the basis of
archaeological evidences.
Though a very old dance form, Odissi
got recognition as a classical dance from the
Central government officially, after efforts by
many scholars and performers in the 1950s,
including a powerful lecture-demonstration
in April 1958 by Kavichandra Kalicharan
Pattanayak, an Oriya poet, dramatist and
researcher.
Odissi Dance Workshop has been
delivered by SAA in association with Indian
Cultural Center through the professional
guidance of Sarbonti Dutta. All the
participants have enjoyed it. During the
Workshop, they have had a chance to also
try the beautiful Odissi outifts as well as
different unique jewelry and decorations.

Yoga can play a vital role in a
dancer’s performance with its
various beneﬁts. It can improve on
their balance, strength, focus, and
conﬁdence.
SAA in association with the
Indian Cultural Center successfully
conducted a yoga workshop for
dancers last December 6, 2014.
Ms. Sarbani Ghosh, a dancer and
performer from ICC, conducted
the one-day intensive workshop in
the SAA premises. The workshop
focused on a lot of breathing
techniques, which the participants
found very useful and eﬀective.

The Russian dance ensemble, “Obraz”,
conducted a ballroom dance workshop in
Sushila Arts Academy. Students from SAA as
well as professional dancers participated in
the workshop.

Nritya Vasant
SAA participated in the International
Cultural Carnival “Nritya Vasant”
organized by AlAA-Mumbai through the
Indian Culture Centre (ICC) Kathmandu.

“D

ance gives people the
opportunity to express
whatever they want through
movements of the body and
interaction with music. I find dancing
to be creative, entertaining and
inspirational. I believe that anyone
can dance and it is truly a universal
art form. Dancing builds confidence
in students physical abilities. I believe
dancing helps students to their overall
development.

”

Rajee Shrestha
Nepali Dance Instructor

SAA Collaboration
About ICC

I

ndian Cultural Centre
(ICC) Kathmandu is
a unique institution
aimed at sharing with
people of Nepal the
diversity and the spirit of the Indian
Culture. In order to promote awareness of
India’s composite cultural heritage and to
strengthen the existing civilizational and
cultural ties between our two countries
Indian Cultural Centre was established
in 2008 and it started its activities from
SitaBhawan, Naxal from July 01, 2009.
Indian Cultural Centre is continuing with
the regular classes on Hindustani Classical
Vocal Music, Tabla, Bharatnatyam Dance and
Yoga. The present enrollments of students
who attend various classes at ICC is over 700;
in addition, there are several uninitiated,
beginners and enthusiasts who are not
enrolled as regular students but attend Yoga
camps & Master Classes cum Workshops
organized by Indian Cultural Centre. It is
headed by Sh. AshishSinha, Director / First
Secretary.
Due to the recent earthquake, we had
to shift the Indian Cultural Centre to a
new premise located at House No. 282,
BhaktaMarga, Baluwatar and is continuing
with its regular classes on Hindustani
Classical Vocal Music, Tabla, Yoga and
Bharatanatyam Dance on weekdays.
We are very touched by wonderful
response received from our existing students,
as well as the new ones. As the life gets back
to normal with a resolve of Nepali people to
build back better and resilient Nepal, Indian
Cultural Centre is also fast gearing up to pick
up the threads and put up a better show in
the remaining part of the year.
We celebrated 69th Independence Day
of India by bringing to you the ICCR, New
Delhi sponsored Qawwali& Sufi troupe led
by Ms. ChanchalBharti on 14 August 2015.
Encouraged by our Ambassador, supported
by the ICC-team and our valuable friends,
Indian Cultural Centre is scheduling a mini
“Year of India” September onwards staging
seminal musicians and artistes from India. In
this we would try to pack up almost all genres
of performing arts, Kavisammelan, and some
academic seminars.

I

Russian Centre
of Science and
Culture
in Kathmandu

t is said that the development of
culture, art and literature is the
reflection of the civilization of a country.
And this is reflected in the activities of
ROSSOTRUDNICHESTAVO around the world.
The Russian Centre of Science and Culture
in Kathmandu is the representative wing of
the Agency on Affairs of Commonwealth of
the Independent States, the Compatriots
Living Abroad and on the International
Humanitarian Cooperation of the
Government of the Russian Federation
(ROSSOTRUDNICHESTAVO) in Moscow – an
independent government organization under
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Russian
Federation. it was established in 1925. The
ROSSOTRUDNICHESTVO now has about
more than 80 Representative Centres around
the world working as the Russian Centre of
Science and Culture (RCSC).
Russian Centre of Science and Culture
in Nepal (RCSC) was established in Nepal
in 1979: People's diplomacy holds a whole
variety of ways to engage with civil society
and foreign audiences, provides a unique
tool for the expansion of international public
relations state. The RCSC in Nepal has been
working in this area for last 36 years. The
RCSC in this regard is immensely working for
even more strong and consolidated relations
through the promotion of Russian and
Nepalese art, literature, culture, education
and the programs related to public affairs
which we call people’s diplomacy.The RCSC
has been providing services through various
organs under its roof i.e. Russian Library,
Russian Language Classes, Cinema Club,
Literary Society, Drama and Music Club etc.
It started its activities since 1979
in a rented house in Ram Shah Path in
Kathmandu. In 1993, it shifted to its own
building at Kamal Pokhari.
This year the RCSC is celebrating the 90th
anniversary of the ROSSOTRUDNICHESTAVO
with various plans and programs. Similarly the
RCSC is celebrating also the Year of Literature
2015 as well as the 140th anniversary of
the visit of first Russian traveller Prof. Ivan
Pavlovich Minayev to Nepal.
The Russian Centre of Science and Culture
warmly congratulate all the concerned for
the successful activities of the Sushila Arts
Academy and wishes further success.

“M

y dance is very personal to
me. But then in the teaching
and learning process, it
means the usage of optimum level
of energy along with the aesthetic
sense of building harmony amongst
teachers and students.The dance has
helped my students to be self-aware to
the discipline of the dance and at the
same time being open and being able
to enhance the acceptance.

Subima Shrestha
Kathak Instructor

”

“I

feel free and relaxed when I
dance Freestyle. My dancing
skills have improved. My energy
has been boost up. People noticed
the changes in me and I dance
well, which has doubled my selfconfidence. The most important
thing is that I feel happy whenever
I perform.

”

Kumar Shrestha
Freestyle

“T

he thing that I find most
exciting about Flamencois that
it is elegant, poised, and has
a sensational proud attitude that a
dancer carries. This dance has been
the breakthrough of my life.
Flamenco gave me the courage
to be a performing artist and instill
professionalism.

”

Ganesh Amgain
Flamenco Scholar

“I

like the expression of emotion
in this dance. I love the body
posture, techniques, and
freedom in the dance. I used to
lack techniques but now this dance
has enhanced my technicalities,
which is really crucial for a dancer.
Sumnima Pandey
Contemporary Scholar

”

Creative Arts
S

AA offers Art Classes through the
professional guidance of Sunita Rana.

Art Fund Raising
Exhibition in RCSC
Sushila Arts Academy successfully organized a
fund raising Art Exhibition entitled, “Colours
of Charity”. The exhibition was participated
by SAA Senior Scholarship students and by
renowned Nepali professional artists. Their
creative pieces were on display at the RCSC
Exhibition Hall from August 27 to September
8, 2015. Proceeds of the show were donated
to a school in Khokana.
Chief guests, Ragini Upadhaya Grela
(Chancellor of Nepal Academy of Fine Arts)
and Mr. Simakov (RCSC Director) have
inaugurated the opening ceremony.
The event was supported by TATA Motors
and the Russian Center of Science and
Culture (RCSC).

Young Eyes of
Nepal 2014:
A Better Environment
Sushila Arts Academy has been steadfast
and committed in making people realize
that art is an integral part of our society and
that it can make a significant difference in a
person’s life.
In line with this, SAA organized “Young
Eyes of Nepal 2014” to encourage students
from various orphanages, schools, and
colleges in Kathmandu, Bhaktapur, Pokhara,
and Dharan to display their imaginative
works in an art exhibition held at the
Artist Proof Gallery. The theme of the art
exhibition was on saving and protecting
the environment. Beautiful and thoughtprovoking paintings and crayon sketches of
cityscapes and landscapes were among the
pieces displayed in the gallery.

Workshop on Traditional Nepali Art by Dorjee
Gurung held in SAA premises on February 2015.

Among 500 entries, 70 pieces were
selected for the exhibition. Winners were
awarded certificates and prizes during the
opening ceremony last November 30, 2014.
Ragini Upadhayay Grela, a prominent
Nepali artist, is among the chief guests of the
exhibition.
SAA Art Scholarship Students
Participation in International Art Exhibition
in Delhi.

Music
Music Classes at SAA
SAA offers musical classes for Piano, Classical
Guitar, Classical Violin, Vocals, Nepali Flute,
Nepali Orchestra

Voice Auditions
SAA conducted auditions for the vocal
lead roles of an upcoming musical/dance
production.

Nepali Musical Orchestra
SAA established a Nepali Musical Orchestra
under the professional guidance of Prashant
Pokharel as well as a Violin & Guitar
Orchestra under the professional guidance of
Yogesh Dagoriya.
Children from the Sonrisa Nepal Organization
and Reliance Public School are amongst the
members of the Violin and Guitar Orchestra.
Nepali Musical Orchestra includes the
following participants :
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sambhu Khatri
Pratham Pokharel
Ishwori Uprety
Bhim Gandharv
Sankalpa Verma
Arpan Maharjan
Dinesh Maharjan
Kiran Baral
Arnab Manandhar

GUITAR
GUITAR
SITAR
SARANGI
TABLA
TABLA
MADAL
FLUTE
VOCAL

T

his music has taught many things to me.
It has become an inseparable part of
me. It taught me to remain in discipline,
increase my concentration, and most
important of all, it has taught me to find
inner peace, patience, and happiness.
My students are very much happy to learn
this music genre. They have improved
their concentration and patience and have
learned to have discipline. They get a lot of
advantage from their music education.

Prashant Pokharel
Classical Guitar Instructor

T

he sound of the violin connects to
the inner souls not just only with the
arrangement of the notes but through
its excellent literature that has the ability to
transform lives.
My students are becoming more sensitive
to the details and discipline; as well their
musical senses are developing. I can foresee
them as future soloist and vibrant artists with
excellence.
SAA is an admirable, valued, and
profound place for those who are seeking to
have quality and generous music education.
I’m looking forward to see the progress of
every student.

Yogesh Dagoriya
Violin Instructor

Theatre
SAA courses Let’s Make a Play! and Let’s
Design a Play!
In March 2016 Anna In The Tropics, the
2003 Pulitzer Prize winning drama by Cuban
AmericanNilo Cruz, features lead actors
KavitaSrinivasan and Divya Dev from the SAA
supported production of The Seagull and
SAA dance artists will perform lively Cuban
dance. Sushila Arts Academy joins other
premier Performing Arts organizations in
Nepal in Arjuna’s Dilemma, a contemporary
chamber opera/oratorio by the American
composer Douglas J. Cuomo, with text from
the ancient Indian epic the Bhagavad Gita.
Planned to perform in Patan Durbar Square
in September, 2016, SAA dancer Subima
Shrestha is featured in Kathak and a modern
dancer embodiesArjuna’s bow Gandiva.

Message from
Deborah Merola
PhD, SAA Theatre Director

A

s Director of the Theatre Program
at Sushila Arts Academy and Artistic
Director of One World Theatre, I
am delighted with our continued close
collaboration. In 2015, OWT teaching artists
offered courses, e.g., Introduction to Acting;
all day Shakespeare Workshops on Macbeth
and A Midsummer’s Night Dream at The
British School, and productions of Telling
a Tale, directed by Rajkumar Pudasaini for
the International College; and The Steadfast
Tin Solder, directed by Aashant Sharma
with choreography by SAA dance instructors
Alize Biannic and Maradee de Guzman, and
involving the entire student body of The
John Dewey School. The highly successful The
Laramie Project also featured SAA teaching
artists Divya Dev and Rajkumar Pudasaini,
and SAA dancer/instructor Sumnima
Sampang, who engaged in educational
outreach in several schools.
Planned for fall 2015 are special school
matinees of Jack and Betty & the Yak and
Yeti, an adaptation by Deborah Merola of
the delightful children’s book, written and
illustrated by Simon Arthy, and directed by
Divya Dev, originally created in the popular

The Theatre Program at SAA will host a
series of free workshops by the outstanding
group of international opera artists engaged
in Arjuna’s Dilemma: January 2016, a
workshop on Designing for the Stage with
Scenic Designer Greg Mitchell for the theatre
community; February Amazing Vox workshops
with international opera singers Roy Steven
and Annalisa Winberg in local schools.

"The Laramie Project" Docudrama was staged
February 28 to March 15, 2015 at the Theatre
Village.

“The Tin Soldier” Children Theater Production
in association with John Dewey School held last
March 2015. Around 100 children participated.

Lokajit NGO

SAA Collaboration with Lokajit

T

he recent earthquake that hit Nepal was indeed a heartbreaking disaster
and a tragedy for all of us. It was in the best interest of SAA to be able
to extend help to those who were affected through a collaboration with
Lokajit NGO.
Lokajit was originally established to promote the Arts in Nepal. Since the
time of the earthquake, Lokajit shifted its focus on doing relief work and
rehabilitation for the victims of the earthquake. It was initiated with the
purpose of providing assistance to the under-privileged. Given the recent
calamity that has struck the nation, Lokajit’s main intent is now aspiring to aid
the victims of earthquake. This foundation aims to provide the affected with
basic necessities. This would also encompass the rebuilding and recovery of the
fallen communities along with rebuilding of schools, providing educational
needs and helping children deal with PTSD (Post Traumatic Stress Disorder).
Sushila Arts Academy has successfully delivered a number of initiatives in
collaboration with Lokajit. This included a Fund Raising Show by SAA, TATA
MOTORS in association with RCSC and Lokajit. As a result, we have donated a
total amount of NRs. 75,000 to the Khokhana Village Committee. In addition,
the Lokajit Team distributed school uniforms, shoes and books as per request
from the community for the most needy children and youth at Khokhana
School.

Art Camps for
Earthquake Aﬀected Children
SAA together with Lokajit organized Art Camps at
Gyanodaya Residential School and Khokana Village where
children were given different activities to help them process
and cope after the earthquake.

Show for a Cause
Sushila Arts Academy staged a fundraising show that
featured professional artists and dancers as well as students
from SAA. The show consisted of performances from
different genres-kathak dances, musical orchestras, classical
music, flamenco, contemporary and jazz shows.
The fundraising show was sponsored by Tata Motors
and in association with the Russian Centre of Science and
Culture and Lokajit NGO. The proceeds of the fundraiser
were donated to Shree Rudrayanee Secondary School in
Khokana for rebuilding purposes through the efforts of
Lokajit.

SAA Dance Company

O

ne of the exciting things happening now
at SAA is the establishment of the SAA
Dance Company headed by Alizé Biannic,
a ballerina from the Royal Ballet UK and Dance
Director at SAA. The following are excerpts from
the interview done by the Editor.

W

hat made SAA want or think to open a
dance company?

“One of the main reasons that inspired me to
open a Dance Company was an eager desire to
make higher dance training available in Nepal; as
well as, to improve and to bring the quality of our
shows to a different level.
Any show – music, dance, theatre, has to
be aimed in uplifting your soul and spirit, to
become one with the performers. This is only
possible when the proper technical capabilities
are there. But the people on stage, the dancers
and performers on stage also have to be trained
enough to be able to deliver that.
So to have access to such a high level of
training from an accomplished artist such as
Alize Biannic, who is here in the flesh and able to
correct and train you in proper technique, is a rare
and a privileged opportunity. -Yulia Koirala (SAA
Director and Founder)

W

hat does the Intensive Dance Training
include?

“We are training with them every morning. We are
at the moment working mainly on the technique,
focusing on going back to the basics and really
feeling every muscle, every inch of your body and
understanding what is happening to you. Because
a lot of others out there lack in the technique.
They can do nice things but they can never
progress because they don’t have the base and the
base is very important.
So I’ve been really pushing and working hard
with the dance company trainees on really just on
basic techniques as a firm foundation so that we
can really bring it to that level. And then slowly
increase and be able to technically go higher.
Also due to that, they had a lot of lack in the
muscles so we had to go and do a lot of Pilates
training with them. Pilates is a form of exercising
the muscles but at the same time really linked
with dance because there’s a lot of movement that
you have to do while you have to exercise. So that
it gives you more freedom and a different way of
tuning your muscles. Instead of making hard and
strong movements, you’re actually working more
on the length and in the strength so that it looks
more beautiful when you are doing steps.” -Alizé
Biannic (SAA Dance Company Director)

A

re you working on anything besides
dance?

“We’re also working on physical theatre and
some basic trauma lessons so that we can work
with them with the characters. I don’t just want

to tell them to do this. I want them to go through
the training to be able to create a character
with them; for them to understand where the
character needs to come from but also for them
to experiment through the physical theatre
and through the improvisation to really build
something strong that they can relate to and so
that we can bring a higher quality to the show.”
“We’re also not training them just to become
dancers because the type of show that we are
creating is really more about falling into a journey
with the audience. And that requires much more
than just dance. So you also need to have some
acting skills and even requires a little bit of
singing. You might not be required to do it, but
it’s important to be able to be a full artist.”-Alizé
Biannic (SAA Dance Company Director)

H

ow do you choose the trainees for this
intensive program?

Right now, we chose to work with only a handful
of trainees. We wanted to work with people
who could really commit to such an intensive
program and a big production such as this. It’s
not something that they are used to. So we had
to have people who are really strong mentally
and physically also to be able to adjust to such a
different lifestyle. Also another big key was we had
to work with people who were humble enough to
be able to learn more and to be able to dedicate
their life through dance and the performance.
Being in a program like this requires a lot of
sacrifice, dedication and perseverance. Every day
you’ll be pushed to your limits. You have to be
mentally, emotionally and physically prepared
to endure that. Later on, we’ll be adding more
individuals to the training program as well as
other artists for the upcoming series of shows.
-Alizé Biannic (SAA Dance Company Director)

W

hat other things can trainees expect?

“We’re also trying to create a family because
we’re going to be working so hard together. It’s
more important to create an atmosphere where
we are comfortable with each other. As part of the
SAA family, we really care about our trainees and
their well-being. With such a physically intensive
program, we are providing physio-therapy and
massage treatments.” -Alizé Biannic (SAA Dance
Company Director)

Message from
Alizé Biannic
SAA Dance Company Director

I

was on another planet. I had never
thought of training to be a ballerina.
I never dreamed of the tutu. In fact, I
landed at the Paris Opera Ballet school
by chance, and at the beginning I wasn’t
sure why I wanted to study Ballet. It was
like a voice calling from the inside. But
one foot on stage. Curtain up. That was
it… The relation I had with the audience
was fantastic! After that day I knew why I
have been attracted to Ballet. It is always
so strange. You dance and there is an
answer – that is always true. When I was
younger I was really shy but when you put
me on stage, I was different. It’s difficult to
explain.
“We are there to tell stories, we’re
there to move people. Ballet by itself can
also move people – Balanchine [the Russian
choreographer George Balanchine]. It is
beautiful and beauty moves people, but it’s
natural to humankind to want to be told
stories, and if that’s what we’re doing we
have to do it well.”

Alizé’s message
to the students:

There is a huge part that comes from
having talent, but without hard work from
your side, one will never make it.

Well Wishes from Students

I would like to thank
SAA from the bottom of
my heart for providing
a golden opportunity
to express our talents
and skills. I hope SAA
will continue to provide
scholarship opportunities
in the coming future.
Jaman Lama
Guitar Scholar

SAA has always been a
blessing to me. I always
pray that this academy
will be more successful.
Riya Thapa
Dance Scholar

Being a scholarship
student of SAA, I am
very grateful for the
opportunity and I wish
SAA to accomplish greater
progress and bigger
achievements.
Sabina Pariyar
Violin Scholar

SAA is a great platform
for dancers to learn and
grow.
Sushila Paudel
Contemporary/Kathak
Student

I am very happy to join
SAA. SAA is the best
dancing institute I ever
had. I wish this academy
will be the best academy
in Nepal.
Sujan Magar
Dance Scholar

SAA Academic Concert Held Last December 13, 2014 at SAA Premises

Editor s Message
W

e live in
a world
where
the Arts are often
taken for granted.
Much of society
considers the arts
as a hobby or an
extra-curricular
activity often
considering it as a
lesser priority especially when it comes to the
budget. But what world or culture could exist
without the arts? Each culture is uniquely
identified by its music, dance, art, etc. It is an
integral part of who we are as people and as
an individual.
Art feeds the soul. It has the power to
inspire people and it gives meaning to life. It
is the voice of our inner most thoughts and
feelings. It gives expression to words that
cannot be spoken.
Last April 25, 2015 this nation experienced a
devastating earthquake that killed thousands
of people. In the aftermath and efforts
to recover, SAA conducted Art Camps that
aimed to bringing healing to the children.
It is through drawing, singing, dancing and
theatre that a part of these children were

able to recuperate from the trauma.
But in life we also need this. Not just after
a major earthquake but also in our daily
lives we are bombarded with chaos, stress,
busyness, bad news, etc. We need a way to
process through. We need a way to refresh
ourselves. And the arts allow us to do this,
whether it is a moving piece of music, a
painting that adds beauty to this world, a
dance performance that makes your soul
come alive, or theatre that allows you to
escape to another world.
Sushila Arts Academy intrinsically knows
this as it pushes its goals for a holistic
education. I am so proud to be a part of the
organization that has the vision of bringing
the arts to a higher level in Nepal. It is with
great pleasure that we present our second
issue of SAA’s magazine. With the double
amount of programs and activities from last
year, it is evident of the continued passion
and dedication that SAA has in promoting
the arts and making a difference in each of
its individuals, as an integral part of Nepal’s
society.
Mags Yap
Marketing Consultant
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